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Research Brief 
 

Balancing Personal and Professional Responsibilities 
 
Question: What strategies do principals use to balance personal and professional 
responsibilities to maximize their effectiveness? 
  
 
Summary of Findings:  
 

In a Nutshell 
 

A high school principal seldom has a day that goes according to plan. The principal’s 
schedule more often than not, is dictated by others and routinely extends several hours 
beyond a regular school day. It is a job that could easily consume one’s life, to the 
detriment of finding and maintaining any semblance of balance between their 
professional and personal lives. Although at times, work or personal life may take 
precedence due to specific circumstances and/or activities, striving for the equilibrium of 
a healthy and balanced life allows the principal to bring their best to school and real life, 
both of which will reap the benefits (Rauh, 2005).  
 
 
 
The literature suggests several approaches that leaders can use to find the appropriate 
balance between personal and professional responsibilities. They include the following: 
 
Getting Started 
• Take thinking and planning time  

- Remember times that made you happy and brought you pleasure. What were you 
doing? With whom were you? Determine when you last had those experiences. 
Decide if you want to continue having those experiences (Smith; Hopkins, 2006). 

• Maintain a log 
- For one week, keep a log of time spent on each activity. Although this may sound 

cumbersome, it will provide a realistic picture of how time is actually being 
utilized. How often are you dealing with crises? How much time is spent on the 
phone and with people who come by your office for “just a minute?”  How many 
meetings and activities are you attending? How much time are you really 
spending on your top priorities? Are you eating lunch? How are your students 
benefiting from the time you are devoting to different activities (Smith)? 
How much time are you spending with your family and friends? Are you 
participating in any hobbies? Do you have “just me” time? How are you and your 
family benefiting from this time (Mayo Clinic Staff, Work-Life Balance)? 
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• Set goals  
 - Establish 3-5 goals for your working and personal lives. Put those at the top of 

your priority list and continuously make certain your actions are aligned with 
them (Rauh, 2005). 

• Organize your physical space 
 - Eliminate clutter and organize things so they can be easily accessed and located 

(Magnunson, 2003).  
 
Examine School Practices 
• Your secretary, your friend 

- Have your secretary sort your mail every day. 
- Meet with your secretary daily. Sign letters, address issues together and determine 

next steps. 
- Handle mail only once (Magnunson, 2003). 
- One suggestion from Hopkins (2006) was that staff make appointments to see the 

principal. While they are in the principal’s office, the principal is fully present in 
his/her time with them. 

• Create calendars 
- Construct a yearly calendar with the known activities to assist in anticipating 

events.  
- Develop a monthly calendar, complete with time designated to work on tasks, 

paperwork, budgets, staff development, visit classrooms, attend meetings, etc. 
(Magnunson, 2003). 

- Create a weekly calendar and establish priorities. Eliminate time wasters, do not 
over schedule or let non-emergency things disrupt the plan (Hopkins, 2006; 
Smith; Wuorio). 

- Evaluate your calendar frequently. Is the majority of your time being spent on the 
established goals (Mayo Clinic Staff, Work-Life Balance)? 

• Where and when to work 
- Hopkins (2006) suggested that periodically, the principal take a day to work at 

home uninterrupted.  
- Other literature recommended keeping work at the office and not bringing it 

home. Spend a few extra hours one evening a week completing paperwork, 
putting things away and getting reorganized (Magnunson, 2003; Mayo Clinic 
Staff, Work-Life Balance; Smith). 

- 10 minute rule. Work on a dreaded task for 10 minutes a day, eventually it will be 
completed (Mayo Clinic Staff, Time Management). 

- Chunk work. Seldom does a principal have ample time to devote to a big project 
in one setting (Mayo Clinic Staff, Time Management; Rauh, 2005). 

- Do intense work when you are fresh and full of energy. Leave the easier and more 
mundane tasks for when you have a lower amount of energy (Magnunson, 2003). 

• Additional tips 
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- Learn to say, “No.” How does your participation directly affect the students? Be a 
committee member and not its chair. 

- Delegate tasks to other faculty and staff. How can others help support the 
organization? 

- Try to respond to routine emails and phone messages twice a day for a specified 
amount of time. Use email to communicate when appropriate. 

- Be visible in school and at functions as time and activities allow.  
- Select 1-2 tips/strategies and try them for 2-4 weeks. If they work, add another. If 

not, try a new one.  
- Put a responsible person in charge when you are not there, then do not call in. If 

there is a problem, you will be contacted (Hopkins, 2007; Magnunson, 2003; 
Mayo Clinic Staff, Time Management; Rauh, 2005). 

 
Personal Life 
• Scheduling 

- Meet regularly with your family and work out a schedule that includes who will 
cook, do specific chores and attend activities. The family must know they are a 
priority for you.  

- Meet your family and/or significant other for a meal in between activities. 
- Schedule time for the family to attend functions at school and perhaps help out 

(i.e. stuffing envelopes, chaperoning a function, answering phones, etc.) 
- Share your schedule with family so that know your professional commitments. 

• Socializing 
 - Spend time with people in other fields. 

- Set aside regular “date” time with your partner. 
- Spend quality time with members of your support group. 

• Personal life 
- Set boundaries about your personal life and stick to them so that the job does not 

encroach on this time. 
- Get ample sleep, exercise and eat healthy. 
- Participate in household duties/chores (Hopkins, 2006; Mayo Clinic Staff, Time 

Management; Mayo Clinic Staff, Work-life balance; Smith; Wuorio). 
 
Final Thoughts 
Most important is for each individual to find the balance they require between personal 
and professional responsibilities. The tools discussed earlier provide a way to make an 
assessment of need and to examine current practice. No one model fits all needs. Each 
leader must find the balance that fits their specific need.  
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